Counter-current systems
with three-stage control
The company Hugo Lahme now offers its counter-current sys-

NEW

better to the needs of the swimmers: For a child who has yet to
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learn to
swim properly, the lowest performance level is certainly

tems optionally with a three-stage control. This means that

they can be easily set to three different power levels via a Piezo

an option. A sporty swimmer will choose the highest and most

switch. The connected pump regulates the output according to

powerful level. And if several family members with different per-

the requirement. The previous systems had either only an on/off

formance levels are in the pool and want to use the system, the

switch or a volume control with which the out-flowing water vo-

counter-current system can be changed at the push of a button.
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lume could be controlled. Now the plant can be adjusted much
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RGBW floodlights:
Uniquely bright light

NEW

Underwater windows / niches
for slide-in floodlights

NEW

As is well known, Hugo Lahme has considerably expanded

Hugo Lahme has been offering slide-in floodlights for sever-

thin wire pins. This prevents damage to the form work wall.

its range of floodlights in recent years. Following the

al years now, but has not yet had his own niches on offer.

After stripping, a composite seal can be applied to the stan-

trend of the time, LED RGB floodlights dominate the range.

That has now changed. The niches are specially designed for

dard sealing flange on the inside of the basin. Once the pool

Meanwhile we also offer LED RGBW floodlights. Why is

Hugo Lahme slide-in floodlights and are closed on the water

wall has been plastered, tiled and finished, the additional

that? Aren‘t the powerful LED RGB floodlights enough?

side by a glass window. Alternatively, the niches can of course

second part is glued in place with PVC adhesive - exactly

also be used as underwater windows. The niches are sup-

flush with the tile dimension. This ensures that the panel,

plied in two sizes with an inside diameter of 245 and 337 mm.

which can be ordered in stainless steel or plastic and in va-

The niches are made in two parts: The wall mounting part

rious colours, is always flush with the tile and does not pro-

is fastened to the external and internal formwork only with

trude. Finally, the lame floodlights is pushed in from behind.

Because the colours R (red), G (green) and B (blue) also
contain white. But then the question arises: Which white?
Because, of course, there are very different shades of white.
Rightly so: It is also possible to mix white from the colours
R-G-B. So it is composed of all three colours. Let‘s take sunlight
as an example. This is not only white, but is formed from a
mix of colours - comparable to a rainbow. But in the rainbow
there is not only a red, a green and a blue, but again also many
gradations of the respective colours. The transitions are
fluid. However, the colour compositions of R, G and B do not
correspond to sunlight. Some areas are missing, some are too
strong, others too weak. In sum, a white is created that does

RGBW is therefore nothing more than RGB plus white or RGB

not correspond to pure white, but is a mixture. It is important

plus cold white. White can then also be switched separately.

for customers to know: The quality of the white light can be

This gives customers a pure white colour that conjures

measured: It is specified in the unit CRI - which means colour

up a uniquely bright light in the pool water. All our RGBW

rendering index. A value of 100 corresponds to sunlight. The other

floodlights have a CRI value of over 80, which means they are

way around: The smaller the value, the „fake“ is the sunlight.

much better than conventional LED RGB floodlights in terms of

If an LED RGB spotlight can also produce RGBW, it also
contains an LED that emits W = white.

quality. The Hugo Lahme team will be happy to advise
you on which floodlights are most
suitable for your project.

